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You said; "Don't get me wrong
I'm kinda hard
But this love will make you strong
(And) For that, you will thank me later
Knowing I was, right all along"

Chorus
Sorry doesn't make it right to say
Anything and all you like to tell me
Sorry doesn't mean it is OK
For you to give (me) what could be
Something painful I can do without
I don't even know what it's about
Sorry doesn't take you all the way
(I'm) sorry but I will not stay

(I) never, told you my fear
(I) was too afraid
Never showed a single tear
I shed, 'cause you wouldn't hold me
Told me, things I wanted to hear

Chorus

All the things you said
All the bitterness
And all the things you did
Still I know I'm blessed
I don't know where I'd be without you

Cause, I don't know if I'd be someone true

I wanna say I forgive you
I want a day
That I can say that I lived through
(And) got around to
Live for the moment

Every second
Feeling the present
And every hour
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Feelings are stronger
Not much longer
Knowing what I know
I let the hate go
(And) feeling the love grow
Just like water flow
(But) still, I'm, sorry for your words

Chorus
That I never wanna hear you say
All the things you like to tell me
(And) Words doesn't mean it is okey
For you to give what could be
Something painful I can do without
I don't even know what it's about
Words doesn't take you all the way
(I'm) sorry but I will not stay

Chorus
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